
MARS 4910:  Feb 10
Plan for Today:

Groups Present Updates on Research Plan

Discuss the Introduction of the Proposal 

Cruise Planning Discussion: Friday (Feb 14)

Assignments for Next Week:

- Introduction & Methods of Research Proposal: 10% 
(Group Activity, Due Feb 17)

- Final Version of Research Proposal: 25%                                   
(with Analysis Approach and Statistical Methods)  

(Individual Activity, Due March 3)



Next Deliverables - MARS 4911 
Field Reports: 

 Groups Work-up and Present Results  

• One Figure
• One Table
• Descriptive Statistics 
• One Statistical Test

 Written Report and Presentation 

• Write-Up (Group) : 10%
• Presentation (Group): 10%



MARS 4910:  Feb 10
The Research Plan

. Presentations (10 - 15 minutes per team):

- Hypotheses:

• Scientific Hypothesis (Working Hypothesis)
• Statistical Hypothesis (Variables & Predictions)
• Null / Alternative Hypothesis (Specific Tests)

- Methods:
• What / How ?
• Number / Locations of Sites 
• Number / Type of Samples  
• Assumptions
• Controls  
• Hazards



Characterizing your Variables

Hypothesis 
Name 

(Order) and 
Verbal 

Description

# 
Continuous 
Predictors

# 
Categorical 
Predictors

NOTE:  Consider one response variable at a time

* Paired / Unpaired Categorical Predictors:
Are the same objects (individuals / samples)                          
used in each category ? (YES / NO / sometimes)



Parts of a Scientific Paper
Papers that report experimental work are 
structured chronologically in five sections:

Abstract                              

Introduction

Materials and Methods
Results
Discussion

Conclusion

} Body

} Opening

} Closing

} Summary



Writing the Introduction of a 
Scientific Proposal / Paper

Authors apply the C-C-C structure 
(Context – Content – Conclusion)  a little 

differently to achieve their objectives. 



Parts of a Paper / Proposal
Introduction section clarifies       
the motivation for the work 
presented and prepares readers 
for the structure of the paper.

The Methods section provides 
sufficient detail for other 
scientists to reproduce the 
experiments presented in the 
paper. Some technical information 
can be placed in an appendix.



The Introduction
Includes 4 components that readers find useful as they 
begin to read a paper.  Write each component, in a separate 
paragraph: context, need, task, and object .

• Provide Context to orient readers who are less familiar 
with the topic and to establish the importance of your work.

• State need for your work, as an opposition between what 
the scientific community currently has and what it wants.

• Indicate what you have done in an effort to address the 
need (this is the task).

• Preview the remainder of the paper to mentally prepare 
readers for its structure, in the object of the document.





An Introduction is usually clearer and more logical when 
it separates what the authors have done (the task) from 
what the paper itself attempts or covers (the object). 

The task clarifies your contribution, whereas the object 
of the document prepares readers for the structure of 
the paper, thus allowing focused or selective reading.

.



The Introduction - Task
For the task:

• use whoever will do (did) the work as the subject 
• use a verb expressing a research action
• set the verb in different tenses: 

• future for proposal. 
• past for paper.

Two examples of well-formed tasks:

During controlled experiments, we will investigate 
(investigated) the influence of HMP conditions on liver flows.

To tackle this problem, we will develop (developed) a new 
software verification technique called oblivious hashing, 
which calculates hash values based on the program execution.



The Introduction - Object
For the object:

• use the document itself as sentence subject
• use a verb expressing a communication action 
• set the verb in the present tense.

Two examples of well-formed objects: 

This proposal (paper) presents the flow effects induced by 
increasing the hepatic-artery pressure.

This proposal (paper) discusses the theory behind oblivious 
hashing and shows how this approach can be applied for local 
software tamper resistance and remote code authentication.



What is your Task ?

What is your Object ?



MARS 4910 - Research Proposal
Submitting Draft Research Proposal:

Attach word file named 
“MARS4910_DraftProposal_TEAMNAME.doc”

Send email entitled “MARS 4910 Draft Proposal” 
to khyrenba@gmail.com by end of Feb 17. 

Grading Final Research Plan: 10% (+10%)

Research proposals will be evaluated on 
completeness, organization, and clarity. 

Hypotheses need to be clearly spelled out.

Figures and tables must be included to fully 
document the proposed research.


